
Choosing between the StarShoot G10 color and G16 color camera 

 

To make a decision between the two cameras, look closely at the specifications to see what will work 

best for your specific imaging needs.  The full specifications are listed in the back of the manual, but 

here are highlights of the important differences, along with a short discussion regarding those 

differences. 

 

G10   G16 

CMOS chip  Sony IMX294  Panasonic MN34230PLJ 

Pixel Count  4128 x 2808  4640 x 3506 

Pixel Size  4.63 micron  3.8 micron 

A/D conversion  14-bit   12-bit 

Full Well  66.6ke-   20ke- 

QE Peak (sensitivity) 76%   60% 

Read Noise  1.12e@HCG Mode 1.2e@HCG Mode 

 

As you can see, the G10, while not having as large a pixel count, has greater sensitivity (76% vs 60% 

Quantum Efficiency*), lower noise, 14-bit A/D* (for greater dynamic range), and a larger full well 

capacity.* The G16 has smaller pixels, leading to better arc-second per pixel resolution, useful when 

imaging planets at higher power. The greater number of pixels also allow for creating larger prints of 

your final image! 

 

If your main goal is deep-sky imaging, and you want the best possible sensitivity and lowest noise in your 

images, the G10 is the preferred solution.  The more affordable G16 can also image deep-sky objects 

well, but will require either longer relative exposures or more images stacked together to increase the 

sensitivity and lower the noise in your resulting images.  

 

*Definitions: 

Quantum Efficiency (QE): A measure of the chip’s sensitivity to light, measured by the percent 

of photons hitting the chip that convert into electric charges and register as an increase in 

brightness of the pixel. 

A/D Bit Depth: A measure of the range in brightness each pixel can display.  12-bit cameras have 

pixels that display 4096 “steps” of brightness, while 14-bit cameras display 16,384 “steps”, 

providing a wider dynamic range in the image, and better ability to process subtle details during 

post-processing of the image. 

Full Well Capacity: The amount of charge (or photons converted to charge) that each pixel can 

hold before reaching max value and saturating. 

 

 


